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PDFreactor 11 Hotfix Release 11.6.10 now available
January 11, 2024by RealObjects GmbHA hotfix release for PDFreactor 11 is now available. The following dependencies were updated (affects PDFreactor Web Service only): Jetty application server 9.4.51.v20230217 to 9.4.53.v20231009 (#9150, CVE-2023-44487) com.fasterxml.jackson.*-2.15.2 to 2.15.3 org.apache.cxf.*-3.5.6 to 3.5.7 org.springframework.*-5.3.28 to 5.3.31 For a full list of changes and corrections see the changelog. Important release notes und upgrading information can be […]
Read more →








RealObjects PDFreactor aids the digitalisation of administration within the cosinex procurement management system
October 18, 2023by RealObjects GmbHThe cosinex procurement management system enables the procurement process to be handled electronically, from needs assessment and designing the tender procedure through to administering contracts concluded on the basis of electronic files. The cosinex procurement marketplace supports electronic transactions and communications between public-sector clients and providers as part of awarding public contracts. The market for […]
Read more →








PDFreactor 11 Hotfix Release 11.6.9 now available
September 21, 2023by RealObjects GmbHA hotfix release for PDFreactor 11 is now available. The following issues were fixed: The layout of adjacent floats may not terminate under very specific conditions. (#9061) The following features were implemented: Box-shadows, text-shadows and filter drop-shadows are no longer rendered if their colors are all fully transparent. This significantly improves performance and output file […]
Read more →








PDFreactor 11 Hotfix Release 11.6.8 now available
September 5, 2023by RealObjects GmbHA hotfix release for PDFreactor 11 is now available. The following issues were fixed: Priorities of connection rules in security settings are reversed. Under specific circumstances this can lead to URLs being erroneously allowed. (#9055) For a full list of changes and corrections see the changelog. Important release notes und upgrading information can be found in […]
Read more →








PDFreactor 11 Hotfix Release 11.6.7 now available
August 25, 2023by RealObjects GmbHA hotfix release for PDFreactor 11 is now available. The following issues were fixed: Complex multi-column layouts may not utilize available space for additional columns. (#9049) Font fallback from specific fonts may cause superfluous line-breaks. (#9046) Font fallback is not applied to supplementary plane code points. (#9033) Applying the “clip-path” property with an “inset” value […]
Read more →







https://www.pexels.com/license/
Amoeboids becomes newest RealObjects OEM partner, bringing PDFreactor’s HTML to PDF functionality to the Atlassian ecosystem
May 22, 2023by RealObjects GmbHSaarbrücken, Germany – RealObjects, a leading provider of electronic publishing and content authoring software tools, has announced a new OEM partnership with Amoeboids, a Pune, India-based software solutions company. The partnership will see Amoeboids integrate RealObjects PDFreactor into its software Automated Release Notes (ARN) for Atlassian Jira Software and Jira Service Management. ARN is designed […]
Read more →








Dell Technologies Implements RealObjects’ PDFreactor for Strategic Application
February 20, 2023by RealObjects GmbHDell Technologies provides the IT industry’s broadest and most innovative technology and services portfolio for the data era. That includes next-generation IT software, such as CloudIQ, a web-based AIOps application that IT teams use to proactively monitor and predictively analyze the health and cybersecurity of their Dell server, storage, data protection, networking and hyperconverged infrastructure […]
Read more →







https://www.pexels.com/license/
RealObjects and 4D CONCEPT strengthen OEM partnership
February 14, 2023by RealObjects GmbHSaarbrücken, Germany and Paris, France – RealObjects, a leading provider of W3C standard-compliant software tools for electronic publishing, content authoring and web-to-print, and 4D CONCEPT, a prominent player in documentation engineering in France, are proud to announce the expansion of their OEM partnership. The partnership, which originally started in 2017, has been expanded to provide […]
Read more →








Long-standing OEM partnership between RealObjects and K15t – PDFreactor® leverages Scroll PDF Exporter and enables professionally styled PDF exports directly from Atlassian Confluence
January 26, 2023by RealObjects GmbHSince the start of K15t’s partnership with RealObjects and the use of PDFreactor® within Scroll PDF Exporter, the app has been able to develop into a mainstay for generating PDF file format exports from Atlassian Confluence. The PDFreactor® library is a powerful tool for generating high-quality PDFs from HTML documents, and switching to this library […]
Read more →








PDFreactor 11.6 now available
November 9, 2022by RealObjects GmbHThe leading HTML to PDF conversion engine just got even better: PDFreactor 11.6 is now available. PDFreactor 11.6 is a minor update with great new features and improvements: The following issues were fixed: If the first word in a line with “word-wrap: break-word” overflows and consists of multiple elements (e.g. a <span> starts inside it), […]
Read more →








PDFreactor 11.5 now available
September 20, 2022by RealObjects GmbHThe leading HTML to PDF conversion engine just got even better: PDFreactor 11.5 is now available. PDFreactor 11.5 is a minor update with great new features and improvements: The following features and changes were implemented: The PDFreactor Web Service now defaults to a flat structure for temporary documents, improving support for document folders shared between […]
Read more →








PDFreactor 11 Hotfix Release 11.4.7 now available
May 10, 2022by RealObjects GmbHA hotfix release for PDFreactor 11 is now available. The following issues were fixed: SVGs in page margin boxes cause conversions to terminate with exceptions. (#8689) Bookmarks in iframes cause conversions to terminate with exceptions. (#8700) PDF conformances that prohibit transparency cause conversions to terminate with exceptions when no license key is used. (#8662) Text […]
Read more →








Important information regarding Spring Framework CVE-2022-22965
April 1, 2022by RealObjects GmbHRealObjects is actively responding to the reported remote code execution vulnerability CVE-2022-22965 in the Spring Framework Java library aka “Spring4Shell” (https://www.lunasec.io/docs/blog/spring-rce-vulnerabilities/). We are investigating and analyzing if and how our products and services may be impacted by this vulnerability. As of now we have identified, that part of our products (PDFreactor Web Service) might be […]
Read more →








Important information regarding Log4j CVE-2021-44228
December 13, 2021by RealObjects GmbHRealObjects is actively responding to the reported remote code execution vulnerability CVE-2021-44228 in the Apache Log4j 2 Java library aka “Log4Shell” (https://www.lunasec.io/docs/blog/log4j-zero-day/). We are investigating and analyzing if and how our products and services may be impacted by this vulnerability. So far, we do not believe our current products are vulnerable to exploitation in their […]
Read more →








PDFreactor 11.4 now available
September 23, 2021by RealObjects GmbHThe leading HTML to PDF conversion engine just got even better: PDFreactor 11.4 is now available. PDFreactor 11.4 is a minor update with great new features and improvements: The following features and changes were implemented: Improved quality of image downsizing for image output, especially for factors of more than 2. (#8498) Table root elements now support […]
Read more →








PDFreactor 11.3 now available
June 30, 2021by RealObjects GmbHThe leading HTML to PDF conversion engine just got even better: PDFreactor 11.3 is now available. PDFreactor 11.3 is a minor update with great new features and improvements: The following features and changes were implemented: FusionCharts is now supported. (#5348) Support for validation of PDF/UA documents. (#8269) Preliminary support for WebP. (#7795) Form fields, incl. […]
Read more →








The use of RealObjects PDFreactor® to create management reports, from a self-developed reporting application to Integrated Data Warehouse (in German: Integrieter Datenhaushalt – IDH) for the Sparkasse Financial Group
March 10, 2021by RealObjects GmbHThe reporting application ‘IDH-Reporting’ for integrated data warehousing (IDH) provides the savings banks and state banks in Germany with a comprehensive software solution in the form of an individual development for the creation of reports and analyses from its IDH databases. Self- development means that IDH-Reporting is designed precisely for the specific needs of the […]
Read more →








PDFreactor 11.2 now available
February 25, 2021by RealObjects GmbHThe leading HTML to PDF conversion engine just got even better: PDFreactor 11.2 is now available. PDFreactor 11.2 is a minor update with great new features and improvements: The following features and changes were implemented: Highcharts 9.0 is now supported. The CSS property “outline-offset” is now supported. (#8310) Improved support for the min-content and max-content property […]
Read more →








RealObjects PDFreactor 11 Released
December 11, 2020by RealObjects GmbHThe leading HTML to PDF conversion engine just got better: PDFreactor 11 is now available. PDFreactor 11 is a major upgrade with great new features, fixes and improvements. The key new features are: CSS Grid Layout Page Floats Continuation Markers Change Bars Stylable Footnotes Configuration option to create inspectable PDFs. This allows to inspect the […]
Read more →








Adobe Inc. integrates RealObjects PDFreactor into RoboHelp®
August 27, 2020by RealObjects GmbHAdobe® RoboHelp® is a technical communication solution, enabling authors to deliver Help, policy and knowledgebase content, creating media-rich experiences using HTML5 and CSS3. Adobe Inc. is an American multinational computer software company headquartered in San Jose, California. As an OEM partner Adobe Inc. integrates RealObjects PDFreactor into RoboHelp® in order to stream content as PDF, […]
Read more →








Alterra PIM-System and RealObjects PDFreactor® for Market Grounds: high-quality product catalogs “on demand”
July 27, 2020by RealObjects GmbHAlterra PIM combined with RealObjects PDFreactor opens up new ways to build an uncomplicated, lean and fast print automation system – 100% supporting a modern digital strategy. Alterra PIM improves your product data and target channel accuracy; RealObjects PDFreactor is the professional tool for the best possible PDF output. With this state-of-the-art solution, which is […]
Read more →








Case Study: The Use of RealObjects PDFreactor® to meet statutory Archiving Obligations (PDF/A) at the Internet Branch of the Sparkasse Savings Banks
August 12, 2019by RealObjects GmbHAccording to Directive 2004/39/EC of 21.04.2004, released by the European Parliament and the Council regarding markets for financial instruments (MiFID, abbreviation for Markets in Financial Instruments Directive) banks are obliged to archive advertising content presented to their customers for certain types of products for a period of five years and to submit this in the […]
Read more →








PDFreactor 10 Maintenance Release 10.1.10722 now available – Important Security Update
May 27, 2019by RealObjects GmbHA maintenance release for PDFreactor 10 is now available. This release addresses security vulnerabilities that affect all PDFreactor versions prior to this one. What are the vulnerabilities? PDFreactor releases prior to 10.1.10722 are vulnerable to server-side request forgery (SSRF; CVE-2019-12153: by Sean Melia of Aon’s Cyber Solutions) and to attacks using XML external entity processing […]
Read more →








Important PDFreactor Security Advisory
May 27, 2019by RealObjects GmbHA maintenance release for PDFreactor 10 is now available. This release addresses security vulnerabilities that affect all PDFreactor versions prior to this one. What are the vulnerabilities? PDFreactor releases prior to 10.1.10722 are vulnerable to server-side request forgery (SSRF; CVE-2019-12153: by Sean Melia of Aon’s Cyber Solutions) and to attacks using XML external entity processing […]
Read more →








RealObjects PDFreactor + Pimcore streamline assembly of 240+ page metal fittings product catalog for web and print
May 24, 2019by RealObjects GmbHPollmann & Sohn is a 5th generation family owned business located in Kierspe, Germany. It manufactures high-quality fittings and connectors made of steel, stainless steel, nonferrous metals and aluminum, which are used in a wide range of industries. The core assortment is continuously adapted and extended to meet new market requirements. The company is well-known […]
Read more →








Raiffeisen Austria is counting on PDF Generation with RealObjects PDFreactor in its E-banking Solution
April 24, 2019by RealObjects GmbHPersonal electronic document storage is an important topic for the customers of various Raiffeisen systems. In the e-banking system „Mein ELBA“ Raiffeisen therefore aims to offer its customers the simple and fast generation of PDFs in various templates (turnover lists, advisor mailbox etc.). The interconnection within all templates in the system means that it is […]
Read more →








PDFreactor + Pimcore PIM guarantees typeset-quality product catalogs, price lists and data sheets within multi-country B2B e-commerce platform
April 11, 2019by RealObjects GmbHThe JAF Group is the largest timber merchant in Europe, offering around 83,000 articles (including more than 20,000 permanently in stock) at 59 sites in 19 countries all over the continent. Founded in 1948 at the company’s headquarter in Stockerau (Austria), JAF Group has become central Europe’s leading wholesaler for wood and wooden materials. It has […]
Read more →








RealObjects PDFreactor 10 Released
November 30, 2018by RealObjects GmbHThe leading HTML to PDF conversion engine just got better: PDFreactor 10 is now available. PDFreactor 10 is a major upgrade with great new features, fixes and improvements such as: Segmentation functionality enables you to create documents with many thousands of pages with little memory impact Highly optimized table mode drastically reduces the amount of […]
Read more →








RealObjects PDFreactor + Pimcore simplifies typeset-quality gardening product catalog production
October 31, 2018by RealObjects GmbHWindhager stands for competence, creative, market-oriented product innovations in the field of insect stops, pest control, gardening accessories as well as sun and privacy screens. Their products encourage the beauty and natural diversity of gardens and increase economic yields. Windhager products also contribute to a more comfortable life around the house and on the patio. Established […]
Read more →








RealObjects PDFreactor + Pimcore enable print-ready price lists via B2B/B2C sales tool for global distribution network
September 26, 2018by RealObjects GmbHmafi is an international natural wood flooring brand, standing for a family-owned business that was founded more than 100 years ago, producing innovative products for kitchens, baths, living rooms as well as commercial projects exclusively in Austria. mafi Naturholzboden GmbH also offers several additional solutions such as stairs, skirting, as well as care and installation […]
Read more →







https://www.pexels.com/license/
RealObjects and 4D Concept Announce OEM Partnership
June 19, 2018by RealObjects GmbHRealObjects continues to establish its HTML to PDF converter PDFreactor as the leading printing component for web applications SAARBRÜCKEN, Germany & MONTIGNY-LE-BRETONNEUX, France RealObjects and 4D Concept announced an OEM partnership, which enables 4D Concept to bundle RealObjects’ HTML to PDF printing tool PDFreactor with its ADAM Software Suite in order to enhance publishing and […]
Read more →








RealObjects PDFreactor 9.1 Released
September 19, 2017by RealObjects GmbHThe leading HTML to PDF conversion engine just got even better: PDFreactor 9.1 is now available. PDFreactor 9.1 is a minor update with great new features and improvements: It is now possible to change the resolution and compression of images embedded into PDFs using proprietary CSS properties. Improved CSS support (CSS Custom Properties for Cascading […]
Read more →








Accessibility Foundation uses PDFreactor for accessible reporting
July 31, 2017by RealObjects GmbHThe Accessibility Foundation is the knowledge center on digital accessibility in the Netherlands. In Europe, they are an important provider of expertise in the digital accessibility domain and active in many European and local projects. They research, test and develop accessibility solutions. Accessibility Foundation provides support, consultancy and accessibility audit services for websites and apps. […]
Read more →








EDGE Learning Media integrates PDFreactor into Content Management System
July 31, 2017by RealObjects GmbHEDGE Learning Media is a leading provider of learning material. They believe in creating effective and efficient content, and enriching learning experiences. EDGE Learning Media has a national footprint, which is testament to the hard work done to establish meaningful relationships in education and industry. It is also testament to EDGE’s reputation for developing clients’ […]
Read more →








RealObjects PDFreactor 9 Released
April 12, 2017by RealObjects GmbHThe leading HTML to PDF conversion engine just got even better: PDFreactor 9 is now available. PDFreactor 9 is a major upgrade with great new features and improvements: Flexible Box Layout (experimental) PDFreactor now supports the following CSS(3) features: box-shadow text-shadow filter “blank”, “recto”, “verso” page pseudo classes opacity word-spacing Web service improvements RESTful monitoring […]
Read more →








AdvancED® Integrates PDFreactor into eProve™ School Improvement Platform
October 5, 2016by RealObjects GmbHAdvancED is the largest community of education professionals in the world. They are a non-profit, non-partisan organization that conducts rigorous, on-site external reviews of Pre-K-12 schools and school systems to ensure that all learners realize their full potential. Most recently, AdvancED introduced the next generation school improvement platform – eProve™. The eProve platform is comprised […]
Read more →








ReviewPro Integrates PDFreactor® for Client Reporting
October 5, 2016by RealObjects GmbHReviewPro is the leading provider of Guest Intelligence solutions to independent hotel brands worldwide. Their suite of cloud-based solutions includes Online Reputation Management (ORM) and the Guest Survey Solution (GSS), which enable clients to obtain a deeper understanding of reputation performance as well as operational/service strengths and weaknesses. More than 25,000 hotel brands worldwide are […]
Read more →








PDFreactor 8.2.8867 Minor Release now available
September 26, 2016by RealObjects GmbHA new minor release for PDFreactor 8 is now available. This release includes the following new features and improvements: Greatly improved table layout and visualization. AngularJS can now be used without using workarounds. Added more hyphenation dictionaries including French. Asynchronous PDF conversions now persist even when the service is restarted. Clipping paths of images are now respected […]
Read more →








PDFreactor 8.1.8613 Minor Release now available
June 27, 2016by RealObjects GmbHSaarbrücken A minor release for PDFreactor 8 is now available. This release includes the following new features and improvements: Support for PDF/UA as well as generally improved PDF tagging, conforming to the Matterhorn Protocol. Support for the creation of PDF/X-4p documents. Added Node.js web service wrapper API. Some of the bug fixes in the new release include: The […]
Read more →








Thomas International integrates RealObjects PDFreactor®
May 6, 2016by RealObjects GmbHThomas International provides people assessments which empower business leaders to transform the performance of their teams and individuals – and deliver an immediate impact on their organization. Thomas products include many different types of custom reports which are dynamically generated from a large bank of text-based content and driven by personalized assessment data. These also […]
Read more →








Mindworking has chosen PDFreactor®
May 6, 2016by RealObjects GmbHThe Danish software company – Mindworking A/S – has successfully integrated PDFreactor into their marketing system. The new PDF engine enables accurate correspondence between the HTML editor in the system and the output PDF files, which has improved satisfaction among their most important clients. Mindworking A/S has developed marketing systems for the real estate industry […]
Read more →








RealObjects PDFreactor 8 Released
November 6, 2015by RealObjects GmbHSaarbrücken The leading HTML to PDF conversion engine just got even better: PDFreactor 8 is now available. PDFreactor 8 is a major upgrade with great new features: Professional printing capabilities like: Support for PDF/X (PDF/X-1a:2001, PDF/X-1a:2003, PDF/X-3:2002, PDF/X-3:2003 and PDF/X-4) Spot Colors, incl. Pantone CMYK colors now accept alpha values Baseline Grids allow you to align […]
Read more →








RealObjects PDFreactor 7 released!
June 18, 2014by RealObjects GmbHSaarbrücken RealObjects today announced the official release of PDFreactor Version 7. PDFreactor 7.0.7174 is a major upgrade with great new features: It now supports CSS3 Regions, a cutting-edge layout feature to control text flow. Besides PDF/A-1a there is now also support for PDF/A-3a, which allows significantly more PDF features than the older archival format. JavaScript […]
Read more →








Production of 680+ page product catalog for Web and Print with Pimcore PIM + PDFreactor
June 21, 2013by RealObjects GmbHElements.at integrates RealObjects PDFreactor into product information management solution Pimcore PIM, facilitating the automated production of a 680+ page product catalog for Web and Print at Walter Bösch GmbH & Co KG. Saarbrücken and Salzburg Pimcore PIM Pimcore (www.pimcore.org) is an open-source framework combining web content management, asset management and product information management (PIM) functionality […]
Read more →







https://www.pexels.com/license/
RealObjects and Neota Logic Inc. announce OEM partnership
October 10, 2012by RealObjects GmbHExpert systems platform gains unmatched HTML editing and print capabilities based on versatile XML authoring framework and powerful PDF formatting processor Saarbrücken and New York City RealObjects, an internationally recognized developer of standards-based, cross-platform software solutions for electronic publishing and content authoring, today announced an OEM partnership with Neota Logic Inc., a best-in-class solution provider […]
Read more →
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The use of RealObjects PDFreactor® to create
management reports, from a self-developed reporting application to Integrated Data Warehouse (in German:
Integrieter Datenhaushalt - IDH) for the Sparkasse Financial Group
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